
Inbound Marketing Checklist Questions Notes

 1. A clear, responsive, engaging website

Is there a CMS?

Is there a clear Value Proposition?

Are pictures of real people?

Is your design compelling and interesting?

Is the website a virtual representation of your brand? 

Are customer testimonials included?

Is content readable - short, to the point?

Is the site optimised for mobiles and tablets - responsive?

Does the site respond correctly in all browsers?

Is the load time minimised?

Do you have smart content? Is it educational?

Are there backlinks from relevant blogs, websites etc?

I assume the website has a CMS behind it

Yes there is a clear value porposition - There’s a better way to grow.

Marketing, sales, and service software that helps your business grow without compromise. Because “good for the business” 

should also mean “good for the customer.”

Images are cartoon images which suit the explanations given. It helps with the creativity of the website.

The site represents the HubSpot brand well as it is easy to navigate and there is flow to the viewers journey.

There is a section called 'Customer Stories' which includes both written testimonials as well as video footage of customers. 

Again easy to read and follow. Testimonials are also broken into industry types which makes it easier for the viewer to read 

something relevant to them.

Content is readable, short and to the point. If you want to know more you can click through for extra information. Lots of 

white space and information is short and succinct. 

The website is optimised so can be viewed on tablets and phones

The site responded well in Chrome and Explorer

Load time is excellent

The content is definitely educational, with a blog, e-books and guides, research reports and the free HubSpot Academy. 

According to checker.monitorbacklinks.com there are a total of 104.6M backlinks from 131.9K unique domains for this 

website.

 2. Landing pages with distinct CTAs

Do you use clear, concise, action-orientated headlines?

Do you include a relevant image, animation or short video?

Do you explain the offer clearly and place visual emphasis on the value?

Do you remove the navigation menu and other links?

Do you include social sharing icons?

Are you empowering buyers by making the messages personalised, helpful and relevant?

Do you optimise your landing pages (remove navigation, include social sharing buttons, implement a 

focus keyword and redirect leads to a thank-you page)?

Do you have a call-to-action?

Do you create CTAs based on your buyer personas?

Do you include a lead-capture form?

Do you use progressive profiling (ask more questions as the lead becomes more engaged)?

Do you optimise your thank you page (ensure people have access to an offer, include social sharing 

links, provides a secondary CTA and supplies an auto-response thank you email)?

Do you use A/B testing to try different offers and positions of offers?

Do you monitor results from landing pages and implement improvements?

CTAs throughout the website are 'get HubSpot free, Learn more,  Sign in, Get Started, 

There are lots of landing pages in HubSpot which you are directed to through social media and google searches depending on 

the key words used.

Action-orientated headlines include: Download Now, Get HubSpot Free, Talk to a Specialist Today, Learn with Hubspot 

Academy, Request a Demo, Get Started Free

Information included on the landing pages is very specific to the query. Images of the solutions and what each does.

Offers are explained clearly with no babble. To the point, easy to understand. The pressure comes when you first show 

interest and a sales person keeps hounding you.

The landing pages for e-books tend to not include the navigation bar at the top. All of the free downloads include a lead 

capture form which asks for more information the further you keep requesting so they can build a full profile of you and your 

business. - progressive profiling.

There are social sharing buttons on a page.

Messages are often personal (once your name is in the database), helps to build on your knowledge and journey and relevant 

based on the search terms used.

The calls-to-action are usually downloads of the free resources, which then use the information gathered to feed more 

relevant information.

 3. A blog

Does it allow subscribers?

Is the blog and website on the same domain?

Is there a routine publishing schedule?

Are social media buttons integrated into each post?

Does each blog include a call-to-action?

Are blogs created with different buyer personas in mind?

Is the blog responsive?

Are each blog post SEO optimised?

Are authors identified for each post?

Do you have a blog editorial calendar?

Blog allows subscribers 

The blog is on the same domain as the website

There seems to be a regular publishing schedule which is ordered and easy to find topics

Social media buttons are integrated into the posts as a floating panel on the left side of each post plus all listed at the end of 

the blog post as well.

The only call-to-action on a blog post is to sign up to join the mailing list

The blog is responsive

Authors are identified on each blog post

The also include the read time of a blog which is pretty cool



 4. Connected to social media channels

Do you share content from industry leaders and reputable sources?

Do you add social icons and links to email signatures, business cards, website or e-newsletters?

Do you have a consistent brand look across all of your social media channels?

Do you know the social media channels where your prospects hang out?

Do you post updates regularly?

Do you have a content strategy and plan?

Do you use scheduling software to post?

Do you actively carry out social listening?

Do you engage with people on social media (ask questions, leave comments, respond to questions, 

respond to reviews)?

Do you analyse your reach and engagement regularly?

Do you conduct social media audits to analyse your competition?

Do you engage with your followers on topics that interest them?

Twitter: https://twitter.com/HubSpot (797K followers)

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hubspot (1,840,738 followers)

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hubspot/ (238,927 followers)

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hubspot/ (127k followers)

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/HubSpot (61,548 subscribers)

Social media icons are added to the website

There is a consistent look across all channels - New image and tag line is 'Grow Better'

There are regular updates on all channels

They are very engaging, asking questions, getting viewers thinking and providing education. You are able to leave comments 

on their pages.

 5. Published cutomer-centric content 

Do you have a publishing schedule including social media, blog, industry magazines/websites etc?

Do you segment your database and deliver relevant content to prospects needs/interests or their sales 

cycle stage?

Do you post both unique content and reposted content from other experts?

Do you seek testimonials and case-studies from clients?

Is your content educational and informative?

Do you have video content?

Content on the website is definitely educational and informative

There are lots of testimonials and case studies so try to make a connection with the various industries

There is video content included as well

 6. Keywords and SEO

Is your content optimised for prospects - not robots?

Is the content engaging so others want to link to it?

Are you using keyword tools to find new opportunities?

Does each page have a focus keyword?

Does each page follow best practice in on-page SEO? (title tags, meta descriptions, targeted keywords 

in content, header tags, internal linking, image ALT tags, mete keywords, URL)

Do you have a sitemap.xml and Robots.txt?)

Do you have positive online reviews?

Are all broken links removed?

Do you have an internal linking strategy?

Do you have relationships with other businesses/bloggers to create backlinks?

Hubspot have their own website analysis tool called 'Website Grader' and it didn't give the website the best perfomance 

report. It came back to say page sizes were too big, there were too many page requests and page speed is too slow. 

Reposiveness (for mobile and tablets), security (has a SSL certificate) and SEO (page titles, meta descriptions, headings and 

inclusion of a sitemap) were top marks though.

 7. Email marketing

Do you segment your email database?

Do you personalise you marketing emails?

Do you test your emails before sending them out to ensure they work across all browsers?

Are your emails responsive?

Are emails short and sweet and include click-throughs to the website for more information?

Do you avoid spam words?

Do you create a plain text version of your email?

Do you always include social sharing?

Do you purge your database of any bounced email addresses?

 8. Forms to collect customer data 
Do you have forms to sign up for whitepapers, research, e-newsletters, regular updates, e-books, 

offers or events?
Yes there are forms extensively throughout the website and on landing pages for collecting data.



 9. Automated marketing

Do you understand the various profiles of people in your contact base and can you segment your list 

to email individual profiles?

Does your marketing software and CRM talk to each other?

Have you tested your workflows to ensure the right leads are receiving the right information at the 

right time?

Have you identified each lead's buying stage?

Have you set up lead nurturing?

Do you track performance?

Do you continually improve campaigns to gain better conversions?

Since HubSpot supplies an automated marketing solution, you would assume they have this under control for their own 

business.

 10. Aligning with sales

Have you worked with sales to identify what a quality lead is?

What are the actions needed for sales readiness?

Have you created a sales scoring protocol based on lifecycle stage?

Do you have SQL (sales qualified leads) goals?

Do you have a process of nurturing MQL (marketing qualified leads) to become SQLs.

Do you have a CRM?

Is your marketing software integrated with your CRM?

Do you have a useful reporting process to track progress?

11. Workflows

Do you have lead-nurture workflows to take a prospect through the sales cycle?

Do you understand a prospects' typical sales cycle?

Does your content help educate prospects, assist sales efforts and improve sales readiness?

Do you vary content depending on the buyer stage: awareness, consideration, decision?

 12. Analytics

 Do you analyse web traffic (where visitors have come from, which pages were visited most, how many 

unique visitors, numbers from referral traffic, how long they stayed on the site, actions they took while 

on the website)?

Do you monitor your blog posts to see what is driving traffic?

Do you know where your website traffic is coming from (organic, paid, referrals, social media, email 

marketing, direct traffic and other campaigns)?

Do you monitor which keywords are driving the most traffic/qualified leads?

Do you monitor conversions rates to make tweaks if neccessary?

Do you monitor email campaigns including bounce rates, delivery rate, open rate, list growth rate, click-

through rate, conversion rate etc?

Do you conduct A/B testing of campaigns?

Do you follow social media engagement and which channels drive the most traffic back to your 

website?

Every page on the website is using some form of analytics software.


